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This has been my go to cookbook for over 28 years. My book is well worn, and I have noticed as I

purchased other Southern Living Cookbooks for my daughters, many of the recipes were not the

same in the newer cookbooks, (and not as good!). An example is the Pecan Pie recipe in this book

is absolutely the best! Newer editions are more "healthy" (ie less butter), and don't taste as good. I

ordered used editions for all my daughters. This book will not disappoint!

this cookbook is awesome. My grandmother gave us her extra copy a long time ago, and it gets

used often still. The recipes where all written before Southern Living went all healthy, so sometimes

the dishes are not the most healthy, but they are full of taste.

I lost my 1st one that I was borrowing from my mom (which had been passed down to her from my

great-grandmother) in a car wreck. There are sooo many editions of this book and there are several

that look similar. I just wanted to get it right and also not have to pay much... boy did I luck out! This

was the right one, with the best peach cobbler and banana pudding recipe, and great details about

conversions and substitutions. So grateful that you had this available and it was not expensive. I

bought it used, but it was LESS used than the one we had so I'm still winning.

This book was highly recommended to me at a bread making class. I absolutely love it....yes there



are wonderful bread recipes in it, but soooo much more. It is a substantial book as well, not only in

weight, but in content as well. I am so happy I got this book, I know it will be one I rely on and has

already become one of my favorites to even just flip through. You wont be disappointed.

This is my all time favorite cookbook, I orginally borrowed this book from my grandmother, to

research cake and bread recipes. I instantly fell in love with it and could not bear to return it. I have

now started my own catering biz, and I must say many of my recipes are inspired by this cookbook.

If your looking for a source for Awesome home cooked, crowd pleasing, or impressive dishes for

holiday meals...You Must Buy This Cookbook. This is even good for someone with little to no

cooking experience. It has pictures and lots of educational materials.

I'm replacing a cookbook which had been burnt, washed and spilled on so many times it was

becoming difficult to turn the pages. Every recipe I've ever tried turned out perfectly. The Cream

Cheese Lasagna is slap-your-mama good!

I loved the cook books I received. This is one of the best cookbooks to share with new cooks.

I have an older copy of this book that we call the " bible " because I have used it forever. I bought

this one for my daughter who just moved out so she would have her own. She was extremely happy

with it.
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